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It’s time, once again, for the clash between the mighty and the illiterate. As the farm school fans emerge from the woods to drive, hitchhike, or crawl over to the big city, let’s do our best to remind them of what all of us already know.

Tech has always been and will always be superior to U(sic)GA in every way. Let’s all put on our white and gold and support the Yellow Jackets. Let’s make it four in a row.

Hey. I found this typewriter under one of the legs of the table in our dining room/barn. My mama was using it to keep the table straight.

Anyway, I thought I would use it to write a letter to your newspaper. Every year y’all write about how dumb U(sic)GA people are, and y’all think y’all are so really funny.

Well y’all are not. We are smart, just like y’all. More even. I would not be using sophisticated equipment such as this typewriter right here that I am typing on if I was not an intellectual.

I even bought a pair of glasses the other day. When I put them on I look really smart. Sometimes me and my friends even hang out in coffee shops and even sometimes we go into stores that have books and we look at those books, even the ones without pictures of naked people in them.

This means that we are smart like y’all are smart even though y’all don’t think that we are smart and y’all think that it is funny to say that we are not smart when we really are smart like I have just said we are smart.

With our big football game coming up I wanted to say that we are going to beat you so bad. I can’t remember our new coach’s name, but he is a good one. He wears visors all the time. So we are gonna win by a lot. Therefore, because we are going to win that means that y’all are going to lose.

It is time for my supper time now so I have to go put this typewriter back under the table so that we can eat so that our food does not fall off of the table because if it falls off the table then the pigs eat it.

I just wanted to let y’all know how it really is at U(sic)GA. We are not so dumb as y’all think and we are really smart. And we are gonna win so much football in the game this weekend. So y’all just know we are gonna win and we are smart.

Bo C. Fuss
bigfuss81@hickmail.com

Consensus editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Editorial Board of THWUGA, but not necessarily the opinions of individual editors.
U(sic)GA’s culturally elite are ready for some football

Yall mite be “I gots all my teeth.” dunn be moor brains us hear at we kin play sum fut balls!! I’m onyforth trie at remeedyal countin’-teecher won’t let me use my tose. My wif, Cindy Joe Betty Ford Chevrolet Daimler Chrysler say sheel up n’ leeve me eff I don’t stop sleepin’ with my pig. But that don’ matter non nuthin’ at all. I gots all my teeth. Ikin get me any wommin i’ wants. As long as she’s got black pants. ’N she’s cute lyk my cузin.

Athens does not prepare kids for busy world of airport

Everybody “I’ll take a cow any day.” fun of we don’t bout your fancy airports. Well ... scuse me! Them teachers here on the farm is too busy learnin us bout imporment thangs like milkin cows, fixin tractors, drinkin Bud, and kissin ur cuzins. Screw them planes. Thats for dorks up at Tech to do. I’ll take a cow any day!
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